
CUBE Modular Cabinets and 

Walk-In Cabinets (EDGE Solutions) 
house data computing resources at 

the edge of today’s data-intensive and 

latency-sensitive networks. CUBE 

Modular Series cabinets feature 2 to 4 

bays and are pad-mounted at macro 

or remote sites. Their modular design 

allows for quick, easy and cost-saving 

future expansion. The Charles Walk-In 

Cabinet (WIC) is a 10’x10’x10’ envi-

ronmental enclosure housing an inte-

grated system of electronics and 

equipment on multiple equipment 

racks. A closed loop thermal solution 

requires no maintenance and offers 

energy savings over concrete buildings. 

  

CUBE Site Support and Battery 

Cabinets allow technicians to install 

highly efficient rectifiers and the latest 

in battery technologies in durable, 

robust and GR-487 compliant enclo-

sures. With support for VRLA or Ni-Cd 

batteries as well as various rectifier, 

power distribution and thermal options; 

Charles' Site Support Cabinets protect 

network integrity with environmentally 

friendly, energy efficient solutions.  

 

CUBE PM639 Equipment 

Cabinets support all cell site equip-

ment including power, routers, fiber 

management devices, base band 

units, alarm management and protec-

tion. With many available integrated 

options, PM639 cabinets may be 

ordered as a turnkey solution.  

 

CUBE In-Building Cabinets offer 

power, equipment and battery 

compartments for up to 45RU of 

indoor wireless equipment with vented 

and direct air cooled designs.

Concealment Shrouds provide 

aesthetically pleasing concealment of 

radios at small cell, densification, 

4G/5G and DAS remote sites. Pole 

top, mid-pole and ground mount 

shrouds conceal and protect high 

value radio assets while paving the 

way to municipal approval. Various 

shroud solutions have been created to 

address different radio and power 

deployment options, including the 

latest generation 5G solutions. 

Powder-coated finishes are available 

in multiple colors to match local 

surroundings. The SHRD60 series 

features a curved profile to enhance 

the aesthetic look and feel of the pole-

mount solution.

Charles Wireless Solutions
Reliability, flexibility, and value: these are the hallmarks of Charles’ wireless mobility solutions. 

Charles CUBE Enclosures, Concealment Shrouds, CFRS Fiber Rack Solutions, CPAD Mounting 

Platforms and CFIT Fiber Interconnects have become integral elements to today’s wireless 

networks, providing field-proven  environmental protection for mission-critical network infrastructure. 

Backed by superior pre- and post-sale customer support, Charles offers innovative enclosed        

solutions for all types of wireless applications, including backhaul, in-building, macro site, small cell, 

DAS, site support and adjuncts for space-exhausted cabinet installations. 

Charles Universal Broadband Enclosures (CUBE) 
CUBE cabinets house and protect a variety of active and passive electronics both in-building and outdoors. Their robust, 

compact design combines with a variety of thermal management systems to provide superior environmental protection for 

wireless backhaul, small cell, macro cell, or DAS deployments. CUBE are available in a variety of sizes and single or 

multiple chamber designs. Charles engineers work with providers to develop solutions that save installers time in the field, 

with integrated solutions that meet your specific power, protection, thermal and physical interface requirements.
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INNOVATIVE ENCLOSED SOLUTIONS™ 

Charles Below Grade 

Enclosures 
Charles offers two series of grade 

level enclosures. CBGE Series enclo-

sures feature HDPE construction and 

are rated for light-duty (pedestrian) 

traffic. Eight sizes of handholes and 

round enclosures are offered. TRUE 

(Tier Rated Underground Enclosures) 

are constructed from a proprietary 

advanced composite material. The 

result is a breakthrough enclosure that 

is up to 50% lighter than competitive 

enclosures and may be stacked for 

reduced shipping costs. TRUE are 

designed to exceed ANSI/SCTE Tier 

15 or 23 Load Rating specifications. 

Three sizes are offered, with one-

piece and split lid options.

For information on individual models and their  
available options and accessories, please visit  
www.charlesindustries.com or call (847) 806-6300.

OptiTip® Interface Small Cell 

Fiber Terminals 
To quickly terminate your backhaul 

fiber at Small Cell sites, Charles 

Industries offers several styles of 

compact metal and polycarbonate 

fiber terminals that support Corning 

OptiTip multifiber hardened connec-

tors. The OptiTip fanout cable assem-

blies are factory installed to lower on-

site installation time. These environ-

mental terminals may be wall or pole 

mounted and offer technicians easy 

access to internal fiber bulkheads 

featuring LC/UPC adapters. Plug-and-

play fiber connections can be quickly 

made using pre-connectorized cable 

drops. 
OptiTip® is a registered trademark  
of Corning Incorporated.

CFRS Fiber Rack Solutions 
CFRS provide flexible, multi-         

functional panels for patch, splice and 

splitter requirements within virtually 

any application. The efficient design 

of the splice area and bulkhead 

allows for maximum density while 

using just 1RU, 2RU or 4RU of valu-

able rack space. Front and rear 

access or TFA (total front access) 

models are available with swing-out 

shelves for easy access to splice/ 

splitter trays. CFRS feature aluminum 

construction with an off-white powder 

coated finish.

CPAD Mounting Platforms 
Charles Composite Pads (CPAD) are 

economical alternatives for concrete 

pads which eliminate on-site work, 

save time, and eliminate injury risk 

associated with handling and maneu-

vering heavy concrete slabs. Made 

from advanced composite materials, 

CPADs are extremely durable (i.e., 

won’t crack over time), lightweight, 

and simple to install. With available 

options for small cell, macro cell and 

generator deployments, there is a 

CPAD solution for virtually every wire-

less deployment build.

Charles Fiber Interconnect 

Pedestals (CFDP Interconnect) 

and Terminals (CFIT / CFTTE) 
CFIT pedestals and cabinets provide 

pre-connectorized interconnect panel 

fiber drops to multi-customer broad-

band service locations. Flexible 

designs can be placed on either side 

of a cellsite security fence, allowing 

providers to control fiber assignment 

and customer access at demarcation 

points. CFDP Interconnect Buried 

Distribution Pedestals and CFIT 

Interconnect Terminals serve up to 96 

subscribers, while the highly compact 

CFTTE comes standard with 24 

LC/UPC adapter ports and integrated 

fiber management for deployment in 

areas with limited space.

Charles Indoor Battery Racks 

(CIBR) 
Charles Indoor Battery Racks (CIBR) 

are modular, seismic Zone 4 rated 

(GR-487 certified) battery rack 

systems designed to fit the footprint of 

Ni-Cd or VRLA batteries. In addition to 

several standard configurations, there 

are also single tray options that can be 

built on site. This flexible, modular 

design allows for installation in areas 

where it would not be practical or even 

possible to use a full-size, one-piece 

rack; such as rooftops, The available 

equipment rack space above the 

battery trays will accommodate a 

power system, which can be factory 

integrated when ordered from 

Charles.


